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THE STRUCTURE OF SOME EQUIVARIANT THOM SPECTRA

STEVEN R. COSTENOBLE

Abstract. We show that the equivariant Thom spectra MOz,2 and m0^1

do not split as wedges of equivariant Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra, as they do

nonequivariantly. This is done by finding two-stage Postnikov towers giving

these spectra, and determining the nontrivial fc-invariants. We also consider

the question: In what sense is the spectrum mOi1 representing unoriented

bordism unique?

Introduction

In [6] it was shown that, for groups of odd order, the unoriented equivariant

Thom spectra decompose as wedges of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra, just as in

the nonequivariant case. One of our goals in this paper is to show that this

is not true when the group is the two-element group Z2. In fact, we show, in

Theorems 3.8 and 4.5, that the two common versions of the Thom spectrum,

AfOz and mOz (defined in §§3 and 4), have nontrivial two-stage Postnikov

towers, and we determine the rc-invariants.

Of course, in order to talk about equivariant A;-invariants we must know

something about equivariant Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra and maps between

them. §2 is devoted to studying the cases that we need, and in particular we

compute there some of the simpler equivariant cohomology operation groups.

In §4 we raise the question of the uniqueness of the spectrum representing

equivariant geometric bordism, and give several answers. In §5 we study certain

equivariant transfers, in order to give a more satisfactory uniqueness result than

we get in §4.

1. Preliminaries

We start with some general results on the structure of Z2-spectra. Throughout

this paper we will use the categories of equivariant spectra developed in [10];

much of this section is a summary of results proved there, particularly in its

§11.9.
The basic construction that we wish to examine is this: Recall that there is a

Z2-space EZ2 which has a free Z2-action, and is contractible when we forget
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232 S. R. COSTENOBLE

the Z2-action. Let EZ2 denote this space with a disjoint Z2-fixed basepoint

attached. There is a unique nontrivial based map EZ2 -* S°, where S° is.the

two-point space with trivial Z2-action, and we let 7iZ2 be the cofiber of this

map. If Y is any Z2-spectrum, we get the cofibration sequence

(*) 7iZ2 A Y -+ Y — ÊZ2 A Y.

In this section we will look at the two outside terms of this sequence, and show

that they are determined by certain nonequivariant spectra depending on Y.

This has the effect of reducing the study of Y to nonequivariant questions. In

particular, this will be the starting point of the study of the spectrum MOz .

In §3 we will see that this cofibration sequence, when Y is AfOz , is almost

the two-stage Postnikov tower that we are looking for.

Now for some details. Let L denote the nontrivial one-dimensional real

representation of Z2, and R the trivial one. Let ^ = R°° © L°° be a complete

Z2-universe (in the language of [10]). Then we have the category Z2SP% of

Z2-spectra indexed on ^. We also have the categories 5? % and 5? <2¿Zl, of

nonequivariant spectra indexed on % and % 2 respectively, where ^ 2 = R°° .

There are various functors relating these categories. Let e denote the trivial

group, and let p : Z2 —» e be the unique map. Then there is an induced functor

which gives a nonequivariant spectrum the trivial Z2-action, and extends its

grading to all of $¿. This functor has a right adjoint

(-)Z2:Z2^^^^zyZ:,

which restricts the indexing to ^ 2 and then takes spacewise fixed-points. On

the other hand, there is the inclusion of the identity, i':e-»Z, which induces

a functor x : ZyS? ^^y^; this functor merely forgets the Z2 -action.

We also need to relate the categories 3"ïï and SPW1* . Let a: %Zl -* %

be the inclusion. Then, as explained in [10, §11.1], we have a pair of adjoint

equivalences a* : 5?% -» 3>WZl and a¡t:5^c2¿'Ll -> &%. Therefore, we

will adopt an abuse of language and consistently confuse S? % and 3"2¿ 2.

For example, from the definitions it is easy to see that i*p*X = atX for any

nonequivariant spectrum X. Therefore, we will say that i*p* X is naturally

equivalent to X. Again, for a Z2-spectrum Y, the adjunctions give us a nat-

ural map at(YZl) — i*p*(YZl) —► i*Y, so we will say that there is a natural

transformation YZl —yi*Y, which we think of as inclusion of the fixed-points.

Let us begin studying the cofibration (*) by studying 7iZ2 A Y. Define a

functor

<p:Z2<¥"& ^<¥"&Z2

by <p(Y) = (EZ2 A Y) 2. For many purposes this functor has better properties

than the fixed-point functor (see [1, §7, and 10, §11.9]).
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Theorem 1.1. If X is a nonequivariant CW-spectrum, there is a natural equiv-

alence X ~ tpp*X, the map being the one adjoint to p*'X —» EZ2 A p*X. If Y

is a Z2-CW-spectrum, there is a natural equivalence

EZ2Kp*tpY ~EZ2hY,

the map being induced by the adjoint of the identity map tpY —y tpY.

These statements are special cases of II.9.10 and II.9.11 of [10].

Theorem 1.2. If X and Y are Z2-CW-spectra, then

[X,E~Z2A Y]Zi = [EZ2 NX,EL2N Y]Zi S [tpX, tpY]

where [-, -]z denotes Z2-homotopy classes of Z2-maps, and [-, -] denotes

nonequivariant homotopy classes of nonequivariant maps.

The first isomorphism comes from 11.9.2 of [10], and the second is immediate

from Theorem 1.1.

These two results allow us to reduce questions about the spectrum 7sZ2 A Y

to nonequivariant ones. In fact, they say that the category of such spectra is

equivalent to the nonequivariant category, via (p . (Again, this is a special case

ofII.9.6of [10].)

Now we turn to spectra of the form EZ2 A Y.

Theorem 1.3. Suppose that f: X —► Y is a map of Z2-CW-spectra, such that

i*f: i* X —y i*Y is an equivalence. Then 1 A /: ¿sZ2 A X —y EZ2 AY is a

Z2-equivalence.

This follows from II.2.2 of [10].

To further understand 7iZ2 AT, we introduce the notion of a split Z2-

spectrum. Recall from [11] that a Z2-spectrum Y is said to be split if there

is a nonequivariant map £ : i* Y —► YZl, such that the composite of £ with

inclusion of the fixed points, /'* Y —y Y 2 —► i* Y, is (homotopic to) the identity.

By adjunction, a splitting gives us a map <* :p*i*Y —> Y.

Lemma 1.4. If Y is a split Z2-spectrum, then i*£: i*p* i*Y —► i*Y is an equiv-

alence.

The proof just involves checking the definitions and adjunctions involved.

Theorem 1.5. If Y is a split Z2-spectrum, then there is a natural equivalence

EZ2AY~EZ2Ap*i*Y.

This follows immediately from Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 1.4.

Again, this says that EZ2 A Y is determined by the nonequivariant spectrum

i*Y . Putting together Theorems 1.1 and 1.5, we get the following theorem.
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Theorem 1.6. If Y is a split Z2-spectrum, then there is a (co)fibration sequence

EZ2Ap*i*Y-> Y ^ E~Z2 A p* tpY.

Thus, to understand the structure of Y, it suffices to understand the nonequi-

variant spectra i*Y and <p Y, and the connecting map

EZ2Ap*tpY -» ZEZ2Ap*i*Y.

Finally, let us record some more facts about split spectra. First we introduce a

notation we will use throughout the rest of the paper. If X is a Z2-spectrum or

a nonequivariant spectrum, we write Xt(-) for the reduced homology theory

on based Z2-spaces or spaces that the spectrum represents, and X*(-) for

the cohomology theory. (We will always index on the integers.) Similarly,

write Xt(-) and X*(-) for the theories on spectra. Write Xt = Xt(S°) and

X* = X* (S°), so X" =X_n.
Recall the following facts about nonequivariant spectra.

Theorem 1.7. If X and Y are nonequivariant CW-spectra, and f: XA\A) —>

YA\A) is a natural transformation of homology theories on finite CW-complexes

A, then f is represented by a map of spectra X -> Y.

Corollary 1.8. If X and Y are nonequivariant CW-spectra such that the homol-

ogy theories they represent are naturally equivalent on finite CW-complexes, then

X and Y are equivalent.

The proofs of these results are standard applications of Spanier-Whitehead

duality, Milnor's lim exact sequence, and the Whitehead Theorem. We have

stated these results both because we will use them, and because we want to

point out that they are not true in the equivariant context, at least if we insist

on using integer grading. Examples of this are easy to find among the Eilenberg-

Mac Lane spectra that we will look at in the next section; we will give another

example in bordism later. We can fix this by using i?0(C7)-grading, but this is

not always a natural thing to do. For example, bordism is most naturally graded

only on the integers.

One observation we make from Theorem 1.7 is that we can tell that a Z2-

spectrum Y is split by noticing the algebraic fact that Yt(A) —> i'Y^A) is

a naturally split epimorphism for all Z2-trivial finite CW-complexes A . For

example, this is easy to see for bordism theories.

If X is a Z2-ring spectrum, we require that any splitting be a map of ring

spectra. With this we can show

Theorem 1.9. Suppose that X is a split Z2-ring spectrum, that Y is a Z2-

spectrum, and that (YaX)* is a flat (i* X)*-module. Then for finite nonequiv-

ariant CW-spectra A we have a natural isomorphism

(i*X)*(A) ®(I.X). (YAX)* = (YA X)*(p*A).

Moreover, this isomorphism is also natural in Y.
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Proof. The transformation is defined in the obvious way, as the composite

[A,i*X]*®[S,YAX]Z2^[p*A,p*i*X]*Z2®[S,YAX]*Z2

i[p*A,X]Zi®[S,YAX]*Z2

-» [p*A ,Y AX A X]*Z2 -+ [p*A , Y A X]^.

This is clearly natural in A and Y. Moreover, if we let A = S, we see that it

is an isomorphism. The flatness assumption assures us that we are comparing

cohomology theories, so we conclude that the map is an isomorphism for any

finite A.   D

Corollary 1.10. Suppose that X is a split Z2-ring spectrum, that Y is a Z2-

spectrum, and that (Y A X)* is a free (i* X)*-module. Then (Y A X) 2 isa

wedge of suspensions of i* X, and the conclusion of Theorem 1.9 holds for any

nonequivariant CW-spectrum A.

Proof. Combine Theorem 1.9 and the easier cohomological version of Corollary

1.8.   D

2. Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra

In order to describe an equivariant Postnikov tower, we need to know some-

thing about the equivariant analogues of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra, and some-

thing about maps between them. In this section we look at the cases that we

need for our study of Thom spectra.

Let us write 77Z2 for the nonequivariant Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum with

7iQHZ2 = Z2 and nnHZ2 — 0 for «/0. This spectrum represents ordinary

homology and cohomology with Z2 coefficients. If we omit the coefficients

below, this is the theory we mean.

To specify a nonequivariant Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum we need to specify
only a single group, but for the equivariant analogue we need more: we need

to specify a Mackey functor (see, for example, [9]). Recall that if X is a Z2-

spectrum, there is a Mackey functor nn(X) which has

nn(X)(Z2/Z2) = nn(XZl) 3 [S" ,X]Zj

and

Kn(X)(Z2/e) = nn(i*X) = [Sn ,Z+2 A X]Zi.

The structure maps are the "restriction," induced by the inclusion of the fixed-

points, X 2 —y i*X, and the "transfer," induced by the equivariant projection

Z2 A X —y X. Given a Mackey functor Af, the corresponding Z2-Eilenberg-

Mac Lane spectrum, which we will call 77Af, is the Z2-CW-spectrum (unique

up to equivalence) with

( M,    n = 0;
n(HM) = \-"        '     10,      «¿0,
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as Mackey functors. The equivariant homology and cohomology theories that

these spectra represent are Bredon's ordinary theories, as extended to the stable

context in [9]. We denote these theories by HZl(-;M) and H*z (- ; Af).

There are several Mackey functors that we will be interested in. Let Z2

be the functor with Z2(Z2/Z2) = Z2 = Z2(Z2/e), with the restriction map

Z2(Z2/Z2) —y Z2(Z2/e) being the identity, and the transfer Z2(Z2/e) —►

Z_2(Z2/Z2) being the zero map. Write Z2 for the "dual" functor; again it has

the value Z2 at both orbits, but now the restriction is zero while the transfer is

the identity. Let Q> be the functor with <P(Z2/Z2) = Z2 but <P(Z2/e) = 0, and

let Q be defined by Q(Z2/Z2) = 0 while fi(Z2/e) = Z2. The corresponding

Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra are then 77Z_2, 77Z2, 77C>, and 77Q. It is useful

to know what the corresponding homology theories look like for <P and Q,, and

they are

HZ\A;<t>) = Ht(Ai2)   and   Hz\A;0) = H.((A/Z2)/AZ2)

for any Z2-CW-complex A

We start by examining the fibration sequence i?Z2 A 77Af —► 77Af —» ÉZ2 A

H M when Af is one of these Mackey functors.

Theorem 2.1.  77<P ~ EZ2 A p*HZ2.

Proof. Check the homotopy groups of EZ2Ap*HZ2. By Theorem 1.1 and the

fact that EZ2 is nonequivariantly contractible, they are the same as 7fO.   D

This result completely determines the fibration sequence for 7/<P ; in partic-

ular, it shows that EZ2 A HQ> is trivial, since 7sZ2 A EZ2 is Z2-contractible.

The following result shows that the Mackey functors Q., Z2, and Z2 are

closely related. Because of this result, it often suffices to study just one of them.

We will concentrate on Q for the most part.

Lemma 2.2. ZL_177Z2 ~ 77Q ~ Z1_L77Z2 , and the equivalences are unique up

to homotopy.

Proof. Again, check the homotopy groups. In fact, using an explicit cellular

structure for 5 L and the cellular definitions of Bredon homology and coho-

mology, we can compute

( Z2, a + b = 0 and a < 0,

fi, a = b = 0,

Z2, a + b = 0 and a > 0,

<P, a + b > 0 and a < 0 ; ora + e><0 and a > 0,

. 0, otherwise.

Since there is only one nontrivial homomorphism Q —► Q, it follows (from

the Universal Coefficient spectral sequence, for example) that there is (up to

homotopy) only one nontrivial self-map 77Q —» 77Í2. From this follows the

stated uniqueness of the equivalences.     D

n Œ bLHQ)
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Corollary 2.3. There is a unique nontrivial Z2-map 6 : HQ -* X 77Q, and it

is a nonequivariant equivalence.

Proof. There is a unique nontrivial map of Mackey functors Q —y Z_2, in-

ducing HQ —y HZ_2 = JLL~XHQ. 77Q —> 77Z2 is clearly a nonequivariant

equivalence.   D

We also note that suspension of 6 gives a unique nontrivial map 77Z_2 —►

X ~ ' 77Z2, which we will also call 6 .

Corollary 2.4.  6 induces Z2-homotopy equivalences

EZ2 AHQ^ ZL~XEZ2 A HQ

and

EZ2 A 77Z2 :* XL_17iZ2 A HZr

Proof. Combine Corollary 2.3 and Theorem 1.3 for the first statement, and then

use Lemma 2.2 to get the second by suspending.   D

Theorem 2.5.  £Z2 A 77Q ~ 7ÍZ2 A p*HZ2 ~ 7iZ2 A 7fZ2 .

Proof. Apply Theorem 1.5 to the spectrum 77Z_2 , which is clearly split. Since

77ÍI —y 77Z2 is a nonequivariant equivalence, we can use Theorem 1.3 to replace

Z2 with fi.   D

Theorem 2.6.
oo

EZ2AHQ~\J Z*77<D
fe=l

and
oo

7ÍZ2 A 77Z2 ~ \/ 2*770).
/c=0

Moreover, these decompositions can be chosen so that the map EZ2 A HQ -*

EZ2 A 77Z2 is the obvious inclusion, and the maps

EZ2 A HQ -► lL~lEZ2 A HQ ~ Z_1EZ2 A HQ

and

EZ2 A 77Z2 -♦ 1L~ ' EZ2 A HZ2 ~ S" ' EZ2 A HZ2

induced by 8 are given by the obvious "shift of summands" maps.

Proof. Consider the map p*HZ2 —* HZ_2 adjoint to the equivalence 77Z2 ~

(HZ2) . Using Theorem 1.1, it is not difficult to show that the composite

tpp*HZ2 —y <pHZ2 —y tpH<& is an equivalence, and so the composite £Z2 A

p* HZ2 —y EZ2aHZ2 —y 77<P isa Z2 -equivalence. This splits off the lowest 7/<P,

and in particular gives us a map 77<P —> EZ2 A HZ_2 which is an isomorphism

on the lowest homotopy group.

Now consider the equivalence 77Z_2 ~SL-1f7i2 and the map 6: EZ2aHQ->

E~Z2 A 77Z2 ~ 1TXEZ2 A HQ.   Composing the map 770 -» EZ2 A HZ2 ~
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X EZ2 A HQ with iterates of 6 gives us a sequence of maps X*7/<P —► EZ2 A

77Z2, for k > 0, and X*77<D -► EZ2 A HQ, for k > 1. Together, these give

us maps y^^H® ^ EZ2 A HZ_2 and \J™=X X^TfO -> EZ2 A HQ, which

are homotopy isomorphisms, hence homotopy equivalences. By construction,

the several maps of the statement of this result respect these decompositions as

claimed.   D

There is a characterization of the connecting map 7íZ2 A HQ —► X.EZ2 A 77Q

which will be useful. Notice that this map is an equivalence on fixed-points,

because HQ 2 is trivial.

Theorem 2.7. If f: \¡^=x X^Tfcp -+ 1EZ2aHQ is a Z2-map which is an isomor-

phism on fixed-point homotopy, then f factors through the map EZ2 A HQ —y

X£Z2 A 77Q, and the resulting map V£t, Xfc 7/<t> —► EZ2 A HQ is an equivalence.

Proof. To get that / factors as claimed, note that the composite of f with

the map "LEZ2 A HQ —► HQ must be trivial.   This is true for dimensional

reasons: there are no nontrivial maps X*77<P —► 77Q for k > 0 (consider the

Universal-Coefficients spectral sequence, for example). Once we know that /

factors as desired, the map into isZ2 A 77Q will be a homotopy isomorphism

by our assumptions, so will be an equivalence,     o

Now we turn to the study of equivariant cohomology operations. Let sf2*

denote the nonequivariant mod 2 Steenrod algebra. We will grade maps between

spectra cohomologically, so that a map X —► Y of degree n is the same as a

map X —y 1,"Y of degree 0. We will confine ourselves to integer grading (but

see the comment following the next result).

Theorem 2.8.  [77<D, /7<D]*2 = stf*.

Proof.

[770,77<D]*2 S \ÊZ2 Ap*HZ2,ÉZ2 AP*HZ2]*Zi

= [77Z2,77Z2]* =stf*

by Theorems 2.1, 1.2, and 1.1.    D

Notice that the restriction to integer grading is not really important here,

since 77<P ~ X 77<P. For the same reason, all of our integer-graded results

involving 77(p gives us f?<9(Z2)-graded results, if we want them.

Let X be any Z2-space or spectrum.  6 induces functions

6: [H®,X AHQ]"Z2 -► [77cp,X A HQ]Z~'

6 : [77<D, X A HZ2]"Zi -+ [77<D, X A HZ2]"~2 ',

given by [77<D,X A HQ]Zi -» [H<&,Y,L~XX A HQ]"Zi 3 [77<D,X"'X A HQ]Zi

using the fact that 77<P ~ X^Tfcp (the second version of 6 is defined in the

same way).
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Lemma 2.9.   [77<D,EZ2 A HZ2]Zi 3 sé*[[0]].

Note, sé* acts on \H<b,EZ2 AHZ_2]*Z via maps 77<P -» 77<t>, and 6 acts as

defined above. Therefore, this isomorphism is to be understood as an isomor-

phism of ^"[[ÖJj-modules, where ^*[[ö]] denotes the ring of homogeneous

formal power series in 8 with coefficients in sé*. This makes sense because

the degree of 8 is -1.

Proof. . This follows from Theorems 2.8 and 2.6. Notice that Theorem 2.6 says

that 8 is given by the evident shift operation when we use that decomposition

of EZ2 A 77Z2 .   D

Theorem 2.10.

[77cp, EZ2 A HQ]*Z2 3 sé*[[8,6~']]

and

[H<t>,HQ]*Z2=sé2*{ox,o2,...},

where o¡ is the image of 6~'.

Again, these are to be understood as isomorphisms of modules. The free

module over sé2* with basis consisting of elements called er for i > 1 is

denoted by sé*{ox ,o2, ...} .

Proof. Consider the fibration sequence EZ2 A HQ —► 77Q —> EZ2 A 77Í2, and

the resulting long exact sequence involving maps from H<S> into these spectra.

[Tfcp, HQ]"Z = 0 for n < 0 by connectedness. The long exact sequence says

then that

[77<D, EZ2 A HQ]"Z2 ̂  [Tftp, X_1£Z2 A HQ]"Zi,        n < 0,

= [77<D,7iZ2A77Z2]z2.

On the other hand, 6 is an isomorphism

[77<D, 7iZ2 A HQ]"Z2 S [77<P, £Z2 A HQ]"Z~ ' ,

as we see by Corollary 2.4. Combining this with the calculation of Lemma 2.9,

we must have that [770,£Z2 A77Q]*2 3sé2*[[6,6~1]] as stated. Here d~x is

just the inverse of the isomorphism 6 .

This implies that the long exact sequence is actually a short exact sequence

0 -» sé*[[8]] -> sé2*[[d, Ö"1]] — [77<D, HQ]*Zi — 0.

Therefore, as sé2 -modules, [770,77Q]* = sé*{ox ,a2, ...}, where o¡ is the

image of 8~'.   □

We will use the last calculation of this theorem in the form

[/7<1»,27/Q]*23^2*[Ö-1])

with a slight abuse of notation.
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We need a slightly more general form of this calculation. If V is a Z2-vector

space and Af is a Mackey functor, write Af ® V for the Mackey functor with

(Af ® V)(G/H) = M(G/H) ® V. If V* is a graded Z2-vector space, write

H(M®V*) for the spectrum \JkK=_ool!iH(M ®V~k).

Corollary 2.11. If V* and W* are graded Z2-vector spaces, then

[/7(<D ® V*),EZ2 A H(Q ® W*)]*Zi 3 Hom*2(F*,sé*®W*[[8,0~']])

and

[/7(d)® V*),2ZH(Q® W*)]*Z2 ̂Uom*Zi(V* ,sé2*®W*[[8"X]])

(® indicates the completed tensor product).

Proof. Write 7f(O ® V* ) as a wedge of suspensions of 770, using a basis for

V*. Then a map out of 77(<P® V*) is completely determined by its restriction

to each summand of 77<P. The calculations follow easily from the previous

calculation.

Another useful way of looking at the same argument is this. Any particular

map /: 77(cp® V*) -► EZ\ aH(Q® W*), say, is completely determined by the

induced homomorphism f as in

[77(D,7/(C>® V*)]*Zi = sé*®V*

If if.
[HQ>,EZ+2AH(Q®W*)]Z2    3   sé*®W*[[8,0"1]].

Since f preserves the action of sé2*, it is completely determined by the adjoint

vector-space homomorphism V* —y sé2*®W*[[6,8~ ]].   a

This result will be useful because the two-stage Postnikov towers we will be

considering will have fc-invariants of precisely this form: maps from 7/(<p®F*)

to X77(Q® W*). Thus this calculation tells us what all the possible ^-invariants

are, and gives us a way of specifying a particular invariant.

Let us complete this preliminary look at these Postnikov towers with some

comments on how the k-invariant can be determined computationally. The

proof of Corollary 2.11 gives us one good way: Calculate the homomorphism

induced by the ^-invariant in the cohomology of the spectrum 770. This will

be our approach in studying M0Z   in the next section.

However, it is curious that there is a place where we will never be able to detect

the /V-invariant. That place is the homology of spaces. In this we part company

rather radically with the nonequivariant world. Here is the precise result. We

switch to homological grading (so 77(<P® VJ - \Jkx'=_ool!cH(<i>® Vk), and so

on).

Theorem 2.12. Suppose that k: 77(<D® VJ -+ LH(Q® Wt) is a Z2-map, and X

is its fiber. Then for any Z2-CW-complex, there is a naturally split short exact

sequence

0 - HZl(A;Q)®W^ X¿A) -> H?2(A;<t>) ®Vt^0.
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In other words, Xt(A) is naturally isomorphic to the direct sum of the two outside

terms. Thus neither the value Xt(A), nor any map Xt(A) -+ Xt(B) induced by

a space-level map A -> B, depends on k.

Proof. The short exact sequence above comes from the long exact sequence

induced by the fibration sequence defining X. We show that we can define a

natural splitting, which shows that it is short exact. Since Hz2 (AZl ; Í2) = 0 and

HZl(A;Q) 3 HZ2(AZl ;<P), we have a natural isomorphism

HZ2(A;^)®V^XSAZl).

Combining this with the natural map Xt(AZl) —► Xt(A) gives the splitting.   D

This simple observation has some interesting consequences for equivariant

bordism, which we will return to in §4.

To end this section, let us look at one more group of maps between spectra

which we will need in the next section.

Theorem 2.13.

[7±Z2 A77Í!,77Í2]*2 3 \EZ\ AHQ,EZ2 AHQXZi 3sé*[8~x].

The action of sé* is given via the equivalence EZ2 A HQ ~ EZ2 Ap*HZ2.

Proof. The first isomorphism follows from Theorem 1.2, because the third term

in the long exact sequence would be

[EZ2 A HQ,EZ2 A HQ]*Zi 3 [EZ2 A EZ\ AHQ,EZ2A HQ]Zi ,

which is 0 because £Z2 A 7:Z2  is Z2-contractible.

Since [p*HZ2,77Q]*2 3 [77Z2, (77Q)Z2]* = 0, we have

[EZ2Ap*HZ2,HQ]*Zi = [l~XÊZ2Ap*HZ2,HQ]*Zi.

However, X- EZ2Ap*HZ2 ~ X- 7f<P, so the calculation follows from Theorem

2.10.    D

Warning: the ring structure given by composition in

[EZ2AHQ,EZ2AHQ]*Zi

is not the polynomial structure suggested by this isomorphism of sé2* -modules.

The actual multiplication is not important here, and will be dealt with in a

future paper.

3. The structure of AfO,

Let AfOz be the Z2-spectrum defined by letting AfOz (V) be the Thom

space of the universal Z2-vector bundle of dimension \V\, the dimension of

V (in the language of [10], this defines a prespectrum, and we really want

A70z   to be the spectrum it generates). In this section we show that, unlike the
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nonequivariant case, this spectrum is not the product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane

spectra. We will, in fact, find a two-stage Postnikov tower for this spectrum, and

determine the /V-invariant, by studying and modifying the fibration sequence

£Z2 A MOZi -» MOZi -» EZ2 A MOZi.

We start by recalling some known results. First of all, we should comment

that, while Af 0Z2 does not represent the usual bordism of Z2-manifolds, it does

represent the stable bordism groups. These are the bordism groups of stable Z2-

manifolds, where a stable manifold is the equivalence class of a Z2-map

f:(M,dM)^(D(L"),S(L")),

M a Z2-manifold, where / is considered to be equivalent to

fx 1: (Af x D(Lm) ,d(M x D(Lm))) ̂  (D(L"+m) ,S(L"+m))

for any m (rounding corners as necessary). See [4 or 5] for a fuller account.

The useful consequence of this is that geometric arguments and constructions

originally given for the usual bordism groups can often be carried over with

only small modifications to the stable bordism groups, and hence give results

about AftX .

Write MO for the nonequivariant Thom spectrum. We first see that i*MOz

= MO, as is obvious from the definition. Next, notice that there is an easily

defined splitting MOt(A) —> Mu2(A) which assigns to each nonequivariant

manifold over the Z2-trivial space A the same manifold with trivial Z2-action.

By Theorem 1.7, we conclude that AfOz   is a split ring spectrum.

Theorem 3.1. (EZ2 A MOZi)* = JT = MO*[ß~x ,ßx,ß2,...] where \ßt\ = -i

and the brackets denote the polynomial ring (with ßx inverted). Also, (EZ2 A

MOz )* 3 MO*{r0,rx , ...} where \r¡\ = -i and the braces indicate the free

module with the indicated basis. The fibration sequence induces a short exact

sequence

0^MO*Zi -*<£ ^l~XMO*{r0,rx, ,..}-»0

with d(ß") = X-1 rn_x for n > 1. In particular, this shows that MOz is a free

MO*-module.

Proof. This is well known; see for example [2, 3, and 7]. We can apply the

methods of the first two papers by noticing that their geometric arguments work

perfectly well with stable bordism. In particular we can interpret (EZ2AMOz )*

as bordism of free manifolds, and (EZ2AMOz )* as bordism of manifolds with

free boundaries.   D

Corollary 3.2.  EZ2 A MOZi ~ 77(<D ® ¿#*).

Here we use the notation introduced before Corollary 2.11.
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Proof. We use Corollary 1.10 (with Y = EZ2 and X = MOZj) and Theorem

3.1 to show that q>MOz ~ H(Jf*). Then apply Theorems 1.1 and 2.1 to get

the result.   D

Recall that there is an equivalence Af Oz ~ X     A70z   [7, 5].

Corollary 3.3. EZ\ A MOz ~ EZ\ A H(Q® MO*). Moreover, this equivalence

can be chosen so that the equivalence

8: EZ2 A H(Q ® MO*) ~ 1L~XEZ2 A H(Q ® AfO*)

introduced in the last section agrees (up to homotopy) with the equivalence EZ\a

MO? ~ X     EZt A MO?   mentioned above.
Li 2 ¿2

Proof. Using Theorem 1.5, we have that EZ\ A MOZi ~ EZ2 Ap*MO. But

AfO ~ H(MO*) [12], and EZ\ Ap*HZ2 ~ EZ\ A HQ, hence the equivalance.

To see that the last part of the statement of this result is true for this de-

composition, we first show that each summand of EZ2 A HQ is carried to

itself by the map EZ2 A MOz —► X EZ2 A MOz . Now, we can detect

self-maps of EZ2 A HQ by "probing" with 7/<P, by virtue of the equivalence

EZ2 A HQ ~ fsZ2 Ap*HZ2, and the following commutative diagram:

[EZ2Ap*HZ2,EZ2AHQ]*Zi    ->    [ITXEZ2 Ap*HZ2 ,EZ2 A HQ]*^

I« _        I
[EZ2Ap*HZi,HQ]*Zi ^ [L~xEZ2Ap*HZ2,HQ]*Zï.

The isomorphisms in the diagram were noted in Theorem 2.13. This diagram

shows that the map across the top is injective, and in this sense we can detect any

self-map of EZ\aHQ by probing with the map X_177<I> ~ l~lEZ2Ap*HZ2 ->

EZ2 Ap*HZ2 ~ 7iZ2 A 77Q. Since 7ÍZ2 A 77Q ~ Xi_ ' 7ÍZ2 A 77Í2, the same is

true for (integer graded) maps from £Z2 A HQ to lL~lEZ2 A HQ.

Now it happens that there is such a probe available in a natural way. Take

a map p*MO —» AfOz adjoint to a splitting. This gives us a commutative

diagram
EZ2Ap*MO   -»    lEZ2Ap*MO

EZ2AMOZi    -    TLEZ\aMOZi.

In the decomposition EZ2aMOz ~//(cp®^*), EZ2Ap*MO corresponds

to the AfO*-multiples of the identity in ¿#*. Following them in the diagram

EZ2 A MOZi        -»      X£Z2 A A70z
~J        2 l

1L  XEZ2AMOZi    -►    ZLEZ2 AMOZi,

we see that they get carried to the AfO*-multiples of ß~x down the left side.

Anticipating a calculation we will carry out in detail below, each summand of

770 corresponding to one of these multiples of ß~'   is carried into a single
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summand of EZ2 A HQ, corresponding to the same coefficient. This, by the

"probing" idea above, is sufficient to show that each summand of EZ2 A HQ

is carried into itself, as we claimed.

But then we have for each summand a map EZ2 A HQ —► X ~XEZ2 A HQ

which is an equivalence; since there is only one nontrivial map of this sort, by

Theorem 2.13, this map must be 8 .   a

Thus EZ2 A MOz is already a wedge of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra, but

EZ2 A MOz is not. We need to make some modifications in order to make the

fibration sequence into a Postnikov tower.

First we examine the connecting map EZ2AMOz —► XisZ2 AAfOz . Follow-

ing the proof of Corollary 2.11, we compute the map [TfO, EZ2 A MOz ]*z —►

[H<$,I.EZ2 A AfOZ2]*2. Recalling that Tftp ~ EZ2 A p*HZ2 and EZ2 =

colimas , we approximate 770 with the spectra X p*HZ2. More gener-

ally, consider the spectra of the form X Lp*A, where A is any nonequivariant

spectrum. Using the fact that [X p*A,Y]z = \p*A,YT Y]z we are back

to studying cohomology theories on nonequivariant spectra. Thus we look at

[p*A ,lTbLEZ2 A MOz\*Zi -> [p*A ,Z~bLI,EZ2 A MOZi]*Zi . Now

(l~bLÊZ2 A MOZi)* 3 xV*,

using the fact that ITbLMOZi ~ ITbMOZi. We will write X6x for the ele-

ment in dimension \x\ + b of X ^* corresponding to x in ^#*. Similarly,

(X~*LX£Z2 A MOZ2)* 3 Xè_1A7O*{r0, r,, ...} . By abuse of notation, we will

write r¡_b+x  for X ~ r;. Thus

(X-"-X7¿:Z2+ A A70Z2)* 3 A70*{r_é+1 , r_6+2 ,...}.

We apply Corollary 1.10 to get

Lemma 3.4. If A is a nonequivariant spectrum, then

(ÈZ2 A MOZ2)*ÇLbLp*A) 3 MO*(A)®M0.Zbsg_*

and

(EZ\ A MOZ2)*(lbLp*A) 3 AfO*(^)®A/0.A70*{r_é+1, r_b+2 ,...}.

Moreover, the following diagram commutes:

MO*(A)®lb^* 3      (ÊZ2AAfOZ2)*(X6y.4)

| llgl'S I

AfO*(^)®X*_1AfO*{r0,/-2, ...}    3    (X£Z+AAfOZ2)*(X6V^).

(Note: the tensor products above are completed tensor products.)
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Thus we need to study Xa d . As b varies, these maps are related by

tjT    -^MO>.w,r.w,...}

J*-'^- -£2», MO-{r_i+2,r_i+J,...}

where the map labeled /?"' is given by ïïh!" (y? 7 x), and the map on

the right is given by rk <*-> rk for k > -b + 1, and r_b+x maps to 0. These are

the maps induced by the inclusion S —> S    , since ßx ' is the Euler class

of the representation L, and we can see by representing the r¡ as explicit free

Z2-manifolds that /?"' acts on them to produce exactly this map.

Write (s)k for the coefficient of rk in s e MO*{r_b+x, ...} . Then we know

that (ZbdCLbx))k = (dx)k+b for k > -b, by definition, and also (lbd(lbx))k

= (dß~bx)k for k > 1 , by the diagram above. Thus (dx)k+b = (dß~bx)k for

k>l.
We now take the limit over b. Since ßx~   has an inverse, namely /?,, we

have X ¿#* 3 ^#* by Ixh^'x. So limè X ¿#* 3 ¿#*. On the other

hand, we can see that

lim MO* {r_b+x, ...} 3 A70*{{r,. | i e Z}},
b

where the double braces indicate the module of infinite homogeneous linear

combinations of the elements r . Let us write this last module as MO* [[8,8" ]],

where \8\ = -1, and think of elements of this module as Laurent series in 8,

with only finitely many terms of positive degree in 8 . We are justified in reusing

the letter 8 here by Corollary 3.3.

Write X°°(9 for the limit of the maps X d . We see then that
oo

roo„,    , \-^   ,^—k-T-l r^/^—k-r-l 0—k+\    «...    nk
S   d(x) =   2^ (X       d(X       /?,      x))k8

k= — oo

oo

= Y, (d(ß;k+xx))xek

k=—oo

oo oo

= Y(d(ßk+lx))x8~k + J2(dx)k8k.
k=0 k=\

We can describe the coefficients in this series more geometrically. The map

/: AfO*{r, ,r2,...} —► ^*

given by t(r¡) = ß\ is an explicit splitting of the short exact sequence of The-

orem 3.1 (writing, as usual, r¡ for X~ r¿_,), showing that ¿#* 3 MO*z ©

MO*{rx ,r2, ...} as AfO*-modules. dx can then be described as follows: since

x + tdx e MO*z , the coefficients of dx are the (unique) elements of AfO*
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such that x + I^=x(dx)kßkx e MO*Zi. Now recall the map Y: MO*Zi -* MO*z~x

from [2]. It is given by the formula Y(x) = ßxx + e(x)ßx , if we work in

./#*, where e : Af O? -* MO* is the forgetful map. Therefore, if x e MO* ,

d(ßxx) = e(x)rx . By induction, we can show, for any x e MO*z ,

d(ßk+xx). =eYk(x),       k>0,

and for any x e ¿£_*

d(ßk+xx)x=eYk(x + idx),       k>0.

This gives another form for the coefficients of X°°9x , i.e.,

•oo oo

I^dx = J2erk(x + idx)8~k + Y(dx)k8k.
k=0 k=\

In this form, we can see that X°°9 is essentially the map / studied by Board-

man in [3]. His results show that, for x not a polynomial in ßx and ßx ,

infinitely many of these coefficients are nonzero, and that X°°9 is an injective

map.

Since, among other things, these results give that the inverse limit systems

over b consist of surjective maps, we have

Corollary 3.5. If A is a nonequivariant spectrum, then we have

MO*(A)®M0.^_* 3      (EZ2AMOZ2)*(EZ2Ap*A)

I i®i°°d I ö

A70*(^)®A/0.AfO*[[ö,ö"1]]    3    (lEZ¡AMOZi)*(EZ2Ap*A).

In particular, letting A = HZ2, we have

Corollary 3.6.  The following diagram commutes:

sé* ®Zi JT =      [770,E~Z2 A MOZi]*Zi

sé* ®ZiMO*[[8,8~x]   3   [770,X7ÍZ2 AAfOZ2]*2.

Thus d e [EZ2 A MOZi ,X£Z2 A A70Z2]Z2 3 HomZ2(^#* ,sé*®MO*[[8, 6>~']])

by Corollary 2.11, is given by X°°<9 , which is given by the formulae above.

Corollary 3.7. Any composite 770 —► Af Oz —> 770 is Z2-trivial.

Proof. Since X°°9 is injective, any composite 77<I> —> AfOz —>• EZ2AMOz is

trivial by Corollary 3.6. But by Theorems 1.2 and 2.1, any map AfOz —> 770

factors through 7sZ2 A Af Oz , so the result follows.   D

Thus Af Oz splits off no factors looking like 77<P, dashing any hopes that it

is a wedge of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra.

Now we want to convert the fibration that we started with into an honest Post-

nikov tower. Taking the splitting ^* 3 AfOz ® MO*{ßx ,ß2, ...} induced

by i, we can write

EZ2AMOZi ~77(<D®¿#*)~7/(<D®A70*2)V77(<I)®A70*{y?1,)?í, ...}).
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Notice that the map 77(<P ® ¿#*) -► 77(<P ® AfO*2) is the one induced by

JT —y MOz , the latter map being given by x ^ x + idx .

Recall that Corollary 3.3 says that EZ2 A MOZi ~ £Z2 A 77(Q ® AfO*).

Therefore there is a fibration sequence EZ2 AH(Q®MO*) -» XTs Z2 A Af Oz —►

X77(Q ® AfO*). Further, we know by Theorem 2.6 that EZ2 A H(Q ® MO*) ~

H(Q>®MO*{ßx, ß\,...}). By Theorem 2.7, these two maps into 1EZ2aMOZi

from 77(<P® Af 0*{ßx ,ß2, ...}) differ at most by a self-equivalence of the latter

spectrum. Thus we can fill in the rightmost vertical arrow in

H(Q>®MO*{ßx>ß2x,...})   -»     77(0 ®j:*)     -    77(0®AfO*2)
I- I I

H(<&®MO*{ßx,ß2, ...})    -*   X£Z2AAfOZ2    -»   X77(Q®AfO*).

This implies that we can replace our original fibration with the fibration se-

quence

77(£2 ® AfO*) -* AfOZ2 -* 77(<D ® AfO*2).

Putting this all together, we have

Theorem 3.8.  A70Z2  is the fiber of the map /7(<D ® AfO*2) -> 1H(Q ® MO*)

corresponding to the homomorphism X°°9 e Homz (MO*z ,sé2*®MO*[[8~ ]]),

where l°°dx = ^^ eYk(x)8-k .

Although these results, together with Boardman's [3], show that Af Oz is not

a wedge of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra, they do give us one interesting splitting.

Corollary 3.9. AfOz ~ TvMOz for some Z2-spectrum MOz , where T is the

fiber of the map t: 77(0®Z2[/?7 ]) —> X77Q corresponding to the homomorphism

Z2[ß;x]^se2[8~x] given by ß~k -> 8~k .

Proof. This follows from an algebraic splitting. Write AfO* =Z2©AfO* where

AfO* is the set of elements of AfO* of strictly negative degrees. Then we can

write AfO*[[6T']] = Z2[0-1] © AfO*[[cT']].

Now A70z   has a subalgebra Z2\ß~ ]. The map X°°9 carries this subal-

gebra isomorphically onto the subalgebra Z2[8~x] of AfO*[[f?-1]]. Let MO*z

be the kernel of the composite AfO*2 — AfO*[[Ö~']] -* Z2[cT']. Then X°°Ö

carries AfOZ2 into AfO*[[ö~ ]]. Thus we can write X°°<9 as the direct sum of

the two maps Z2[ß~x] -» Z2[ö_1] and A?0*2 -> A7o*[[ö-1]]. This algebraic

splitting gives rise to the splitting of the spectrum Af Oz .   D

We will use the spectrum T to study transfers and cohomology operations

in §5.

4. The structure of mO,
¿2

Although AfOz does not represent geometric Z2-bordism, there is a spec-

trum which does, which we will call mOz . It can be defined explicitly in the
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following way. If F is a real representation of Z2 , let bOz (V) be the space

of | F |-dimensional planes in ^©R^jWith Z2 acting by translation of planes

(R denotes the trivial one-dimensional representation of Z2). This has an ob-

vious |F|-dimensional Z2-vector bundle over it, and we let mOz (V) be the

Thom space of this bundle. (Following [10], we should say that this defines

a prespectrum, and let mOz denote the corresponding spectrum.) It is well

known that this spectrum represents geometric Z2-bordism; see, for example

[14, 13, or 4]. In conformity with our previous notation, we write mOz for

the geometric bordism groups, graded cohomologically. It is obvious that there

is a Z2-map of spectra mOz —> AfOz which induces the obvious map from

geometric bordism to stable bordism.

Although we know that mOz exists, an interesting question is: In what

sense is it unique? We cannot appeal to a Z2 -version of Corollary 1.8, since

geometric bordism is only naturally defined in integer grading. The problem is

exactly the one pointed out in Theorem 2.12. As we will see, we can appeal to

some property of mOz beyond the fact that it represents geometric bordism to

get its uniqueness. We will get one such uniqueness result in this section, and

another in the next.

Suppose then that X is any Z2 -spectrum which naturally represents geo-

metric Z2-bordism, meaning that for any Z2-space A, Xt(A) is naturally

isomorphic, as Z-graded homology theory on Z2-spaces, to the Z-graded Z2-

homology theory given by the geometric Z2-bordism groups of A . Let Jf* =

MO*[ßx ,ß2, ...] where \fi¡\ = -i. Again, we have a short exact sequence of

free AfO*-modules,

0^mO*2 -*Jf* -^ MO*{rx,r2, ...}-»0,

as in [2], and (EZ2 A X)* = Jf*. As in §3 we can show

Lemma 4.1. If X naturally represents geometric Z2-bordism, then EZ2AX ~

H(<&®jr*).

Also, since we do have i*X ~ AfO by Corollary 1.8, and, as in §3, X must

be split, we get

Lemma 4.2. If X naturally represents geometric Z2-bordism, then EZ2 Al~

EZ\ AH(Q®MO*).

Now consider the connecting map EZ2 AX —y LEZ2 AX, or 77(0®Jf*) —>

X7JZ2 A H(Q ® MO*). There is a submodule MO*{ßx, ß\, ...} c Jf* and

Jf* 3 MO*{ßx ,ß2,...}® mOz . Further, the restriction of the connecting

map to

77(0 ® MO*{ßx , ß\,...}) - X£Z2 A 77(Q ® AfO*)

is a homotopy isomorphism on fixed-points. Thus, as in the previous section,
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we use Theorem 2.7 to conclude

Theorem 4.3. If X is a Z2-spectrum which naturally represents geometric Z2-

bordism on spaces, then there is a fibration

X - 77(0 ® wO*2) -» X77(Q ® AfO*).

The problem now is to determine the ic-invariant in this two-stage Postnikov

tower. Without further hypotheses on X, however, there is little that we can

say. In fact, Theorem 2.12 and the existence of mOz give us this converse of

Theorem 4.3:

Corollary 4.4. Suppose that X is the fiber of any map from 7f(0®mOf2) to
X77(Q ® MOt ). Then if A is a Z2-CW-complex, there is a natural isomorphism

X,(A) 3 MOt((A/Z2)/AZ2) © (MOMTl) ®mo. m°f2) y

and therefore a natural isomorphism Xt(A) = mOZl(A). Thus any such X

naturally represents geometric Z2-bordism on spaces.

What, then, distinguishes mOz from all of these other spectra? Here is our

first answer, together with the structure of mOz :

Theorem 4.5. If X is a Z2-spectrum which naturally represents geometric Z2-

bordism, and if there is a Z2-map X —► Af Oz which represents the obvious

transformation from geometric to stable bordism, then X is equivalent to mOz .

Moreover, mOz is the fiber ofthe particular map H(0®raOz ) —> X77(Í2® AfO*)

corresponding to

X°°ö: mO*Zi -+sé2*®MO*[[8~X]],

where Z°°dx = E^o6^*)0-* ■

Proof. If X has the properties stated, then the map X —> AfOz  gives a diagram

H(Q®MO*)    -*       X       —    //(0®mO*2)

H(Q®MO*)    -»    AfOZ2    -*   77(0®MO*2)

where the rightmost vertical arrow is induced by the inclusion mO*z —y MO*z .

This we can see by examining how we constructed the top row. From this and

Theorem 3.8 we can read off the ^-invariant for X : it is given by X°°9 . On

the other hand, the diagram above clearly determines X up to equivalence;

since mOz is known to satisfy the hypotheses, all such X must be equivalent

to mOy , and raO,   has the stated structure.     D
i2 ¿2

Again, we can deduce that, although mOz is not a wedge of Eilenberg-

Mac Lane spectra, there is some splitting.

Corollary 4.6.  mOz ~ 77Z2 v mOz for some spectrum mOz .

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Corollary 3.9. In this case,

though, we notice that one factor looks like the fiber of the unique nontrivial
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map 770 -» X77Í2, and we know that that fiber is 7/Z2, from the short exact

sequence of Mackey functors

O-^Q-^Z2^0^O.   D

5. Transfers

The uniqueness result proved at the end of the last section is unsatisfactory,

in the sense that the existence of a map into Af Oz is a somewhat unnatural

extrinsic condition. We would like a more intrinsic condition, and in this section

we will find one in terms of transfers in the bordism homology theory.

We start by studying equivariant transfers in the homology theories repre-

sented by spectra given by two-stage Postnikov towers of the sort we have been

studying. The transfers we are interested in are somewhat special: they are the

transfers associated with double covering maps of the form A -» A/Z2, where

A is a free Z2-space (and we consider ^4/Z2 to be a trivial Z2-space). Associ-

ated to such a map is the stable transfer map ~L°° A/Z2 —► I,00 A , which induces,

for any Z2-spectrum X, a map t: Xt(A/Z2) —► Xt(A) [10]. Our first object

then is to study t for our special spectra X .

Before doing that, let us remark that we know geometrically what this transfer

looks like in the bordism theories. If Af —► ^4/Z2 is a Z2-manifold over ^4/Z2,

then t carries it to the class of the manifold Af over A, where M is the

pullback in the diagram

M -►     A

I I
Af -► A/Z2.

This is the standard description of the transfer in bordism theories. To check

that this agrees with the map t is an easy exercise using the Pontrjagin-Thom

construction that shows how bordism theories are represented by Thom spectra

in the first place.

Consider the Z2-spectrum T that we split off from AfOz   in §3. Recall that

it is the fiber of the map 7/(0 ® Z2[ß~x]) —y X77Q specified in the usual way

by ß~k h» 8~k .

Theorem 5.1. If A is a free Z2-CW-complex, then

Tt(A) = H?2(A;Q) = H.(A/Z2),

and

Tt(A/Z2) 3 HZ2(A/Z2 ;0) ®Zz Z2[ß;X]

= Ht(A/Z2)®Z2Z2[ß;X]
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where the homological degree of ßxx is -I. The transfer t: HA\A/Z2) ®Zi

Z2[ß;x] -» Hm(A/Z2) is given by

—k k
x(x® ßx   ) = wxC\x

where wx e 77 ' (A/Z2) is the first Stiefel-Whitney class of the bundle A —> ^/Z2.

Proof. The calculations of Tt(A) and TA\A/Z2) follow when we notice that

HZl(A;<&) = 0 because A is free, and HZ\A/Z2;Q) = 0 because Z2 acts

trivially on ^4/Z2.

To find the transfer, consider the projection MOt2(B) —> Tt(B) for any

space B, given by the fact that T is a wedge summand of Af Oz . Notice that

MOZ2(A/Z2) 3 MOt(A/Z2) ®Ma MOf2 by Theorem 3.8, and the summand

MO,(A/Z2) <8>ua MO,[ß;X] 3 MO.{A/Z2) ®z¡ Z2[ßx~l]

maps onto TA\A/Z2) by means of the usual projection

A70t(^/Z2) -» Ht(A/Z2).

If x® ß~k e Tt(A/Z2) then, there exists a Z2-trivial manifold Af over A/Z2

such that x®ßx~   is the image of the stable manifold Af —y D(L ) over A/Z2,
k —k

where Af maps entirely into the origin of D(L ). (It can be shown that ßx is

represented by the stable manifold given by inclusion of the origin in D(L ).)

Write m e MOZ2(A/Z2) for the class of Af ^ D(Lk). Then, as noted above,

x(m) is represented by the stable manifold Af —* D(L ), where Af is the

pullback of the double cover A —► ^/Z2.

Now we need to show that the image of x(m) in Tt(A) is what we claim

it is. To do this, start by making the map Af —► D(L ) transverse to the

origin; we can do this equivariantly because M is free [14 or 8]. Let N be the

submanifold of points mapping into the origin. As free stable manifolds over
'— k

A, Af —y D(L ) is easily seen to be equivalent to N —> *, or just N. Thus the

image of x(m) in Ht(A/Z2) is the image of the fundamental class [N/Z2].

It suffices to find the image of this fundamental class in Ht(M), considering

A/Z2 to be a submanifold of Af. But this is actually a familiar problem.

Notice that the problem of finding an equivariant map Af —► D(L ) transverse

to the origin is equivalent to the problem of finding a section Af —► M xz L

transverse to the zero-section. In the latter case, A/Z2 will be the inverse

image of the zero-section. Thus A/Z2 is the submanifold of Af which is said

to be "dual" to the bundle £ , where c; is the line bundle associated to the

principal bundle Af —» Af. It is well known that the image of [N/Z2] is then

the homology class dual to wk(Çk) - wk(Ç), or wk(Ç) n [Af]. By naturality,

the image in Ht(A/Z2) is wknx as claimed.     D
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This result actually gives us all of the transfers that we are interested in. For

example,

Corollary 5.2. Suppose that f: 770 -> X"+177Q is the operation specified by

Z"k=0ak8 ~" , with ake sé2 (see the remark after Theorem 2.10), and let X

be the fiber of f. Then for any free Z2-CW-complex A, the transfer

X.(A/Z2)    3      HSA/Z2)
I» I

XM)    =  ^HMIZi)

is given by x(x) = l"k=0w"~k n akx, where wx is the first Stiefel-Whitney class

of the bundle A -► A/Z2, and we use the dual action of the Steenrod algebra on

H,(A/Z2).

Proof. In defining the spectrum T, we noted that we had an isomorphism

[7/0,77(0®Z2[ß;X])]*Z2 Z [7/0,X/7Q]*2.

Therefore, / factors through a unique map 7/0 —y X"//(0®Z2[/?71]), and we

can find a Z2-map I-tf making the following diagram commute:

HQ -► X -y X""7/0

1=       I i
7/Q -—- T -► 7/(0®Z2[)S71]).

From this we see that we can compute the desired transfer in Xt(-) by pushing

into  Tt(—) and computing the transfer there.  But Xt(A/Z2) —► T^(A/Z2)  is
k — n

clearly given by x i-> 'Lakx®ßx , so the previous result gives us the calculation

as claimed.   D

Most generally,

Corollary 5.3. Suppose that f: 7/(0 ® F ) -► 1H(Q ® Wt) is the map corre-

sponding to f:Vt-y sé*®W\\8~x]], and that X is the fiber of f. Then, for
any free Z2-CW-complex A, the transfer

Xt(A/Z2)    3    H,(A/Z2)®V
It 1

XM)       =    Ht(A/Z2)®W,

is given by x(x ® v) = f(v)x, where sé*® W\\8~ ]] acts on x by the rule

(ak ® w)8~"x - (w"x n akx) ® w.

Given the k-invariant, we have now written down the transfer. What we

would like to do is to reverse this process. That is, we want to say that knowing

the transfer determines the /^-invariant.
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Theorem 5.4. If f: 7/0 —> Z"+x HQ is a nontrivial map, and X is its fiber, then

there exists a free Z2-CW-complex A such that the transfer Xt(A/Z2) —y Xt(A)

is nontrivial.

Proof. Suppose that / is specified, in the notation after Theorem 2.10, by

I,"k=0ak8k~" . By Corollary 5.2, we need to find a free Z2-space A and a class

x e HA\A/Z2) such that I,w"~ r\akx ^ 0. Equivalently, we need to find a

nonequivariant space B, a line bundle £ over it, and a class x e H„(B) such

that X«;, (£) n akx ^ 0. Dualizing, it suffices to find B, Ç, and a class

y e H*(B) such that l.ak(y u w"~k) ¿ 0.

Let us take B to be of the form K x RP°° , where K is any CW-complex,

and £ is taken to be the pullback of the canonical line bundle over RP°°.

77*(K x RP°°) 3 H*(K) ® Z2[w], where w = wx(Ç). Let k0 be the largest

index such that a^ is nontrivial. Then, for any y e H*(K), we have

y^^ak(yw"~ ) = a.(yw"~   ) + higher terms in w

= a^(y)w"~   + higher terms in w.

We can easily choose K and y so that a.(y) ^ 0, and then we are done.   D

Corollary 5.5. If f and g are two different maps from 7/0 to X"+ HQ, and

X and Y are their fibers, then there is a free Z2-space A such that the transfers

Xt(A/Z2) ->X.(A) and YM(A/Z2) -*Y¿A) are different.

Again, this implies the same result for spectra given by the more general

two-stage Postnikov towers of the form 7/(0 ® Vt) —» X7/(Q ® WJ . In other

words, we have shown that these transfers determine the A:-invariant. This

result should be contrasted with Theorem 2.12.

In particular, from Theorem 4.5, we have a better uniqueness result for

mOZ2:

Corollary 5.6. mOz is the only Z2-spectrum which naturally represents geomet-

ric bordism and also gives the correct (i.e., the geometrically defined) equivariant

transfer for every double cover of the form A —y A/Z2, where A is a free Z2-

CW-complex.

Again, to check that mOz¡ does give the correct transfer is an exercise in trac-

ing through the definition of the Pontrjagin-Thom construction. Alternatively,

we could apply the formula of Corollary 5.3 above to the known /V-invariant,

and verify that this agrees with the geometry. This is laborious, but instructive

in showing another way in which Y arises in studying bordism.
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